**REMOVING THE OLD FAN**

1. Remove the (4) screws attaching the OLD fan to the Mounting Bracket.

2. Remove the OLD fan from the Mounting Bracket.

**Note:**
TAG's 133mm Fan (# TF-MC133-02) uses the Existing Mounting Bracket.

*New hardware is supplied for installation of the NEW TAG Fan.*

**New hardware includes:**
(2) Mounting Adapters
(2) Screws & Washers

**INSTALLING THE NEW FAN**

3. Position # TF-MC133-02 into the Mounting Bracket as shown.

**Note:** The orientation of the Fan & how the 3 wire cable is dressed through the hole (grommet) located in the corner of the bracket.

*The connector will push through the rubber grommet. (Refer to FIGURE 2)*
4. Place the Pins of the (2) supplied Mounting Adapters into the existing holes on TOP of the two bars of the Existing Bracket. *(Refer to FIGURES 4.1 & 4.2)*

**Note:** The orientation of the Adapters. Screws will be positioned closer to the outside edge of the Fan. *(Refer to FIGURE 4.2 & 5)*

5. Secure the Mounting Adapters to the Fan & bracket with the (2) Supplied Screws & Washers.